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Abstract
Purpose – Numerical and experimental results for different oncoming base-flow conditions indicate that nonuniform trailing edge blowing (NTEB)
can expand the performance range of compressors and reduce the thrust on the rotor, while the efficiency of the compressor can be improved by
more than 2 per cent.
Design/methodology/approach – Relevant aerodynamic parameters, such as total pressure, ratio of efficiency and axial thrust, are calculated and
analyzed under conditions with and without NTEB. Measurements are performed downstream of two adjacent stator blades, at seven equidistantly
spaced reference locations. The experimental measurement of the interstage flow field used a dynamic four-hole probe with phase lock technique.
Findings – An axial low-speed single-stage compressor was established with flow field measurement system and nonuniform blowing system. NTEB
was studied by means of numerical simulations and experiments, and it is found that the efficiency of the tested compressor can be improved by
more than 2 per cent.
Originality/value – Unlike most of the previous research studies which mainly focused on the rotor/stator interaction and trailing edge uniform
blowing, the research results summarized in the current paper on the stator/rotor interaction used inlet guide vanes for steady and unsteady
calculations. An active control of the interstage flow field in a low-speed compressor was used to widen the working range and improve the
performance of the compressor.
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Nomenclature

Symbols
vt = turbulent viscosity (Pa·s);
x = ratio between working variable and molecular

viscosity;
~� = working variable (Pa·s);
� =molecular viscosity (Pa·s);
V
!

= velocity vector (m/s);
Q = source term (m/s2);
d = distance to the closest wall (m);
S =magnitude of vorticity (1/s);
h s1 = efficiency of a compressor with TEB;
m =main flow rate (kg/s);
dm = blowing flow rate (kg/s);
T�
1 = inlet total temperature (K);

P�
1 = inlet total pressure (Pa);

T�
3
0 = outlet total temperature (K);

P�
3
0 = outlet total pressure (Pa);

T�
« = total temperature of the blowing flow (K);

P�
« = outlet total pressure of the blowing flow (Pa); and

Wcooling = kinetic energy of the blowing flow (J).

Definitions, acronyms and abbreviations
TEB = trailing edge blowing;
NTEB = nonuniform trailing edge blowing;
IGV = inlet guide vane;
VSV = variable stator vane;
STEB = stator trailing edge blowing; and
RTEB = rotor trailing edge blowing.

Introduction

Axial compressors are one of the core components in
aeroengines determining their aerodynamic performance.
Modern aeroengines widely use inlet guide vanes (IGV) or
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variable stator vanes (VSV) to improve aerodynamic
performance parameters such as overall flow, efficiency and
pressure ratio. In practice, the trailing edge of an upstream
stator or rotor blade will produce a wake, which will influence
the aerodynamic performance of the downstream blade.
The flow becomes more complex downstream of the

upstream trailing edge as illustrated in Sun and Zhou (1994).
Vortex shedding from the trailing edge may, for instance, be
induced. When vortices exist and propagate in the flow field,
there will be a significant momentum loss and periodic stresses
will act on the downstream blade. Obviously, this represents an
adverse phenomenon for the impeller machinery flow. For
example, both shock intensity and wake loss are discussed
considering pulsating coolant ejection at various frequencies
and blowing ratios. To this end, blunt and circular trailing

edges, exposed to continuous blowing (at different rates), were
compared by using steady simulations (Bernardini et al., 2013).
The compressor interstage region is also one of the noise

sources in the compressor. The interfacial area is the most
important region for the compressor interstage region. A
pulsating vane-trailing-edge-coolant was proposed to control
the vane trailing edge shock interaction with the downstream
rotor at the rotor passing frequency at different Mach numbers,
ranging from subsonic to supersonic regimes at two engine
representative Reynolds numbers (Saavedra et al., 2017).
Losses because of mixing at inlet and outlet can be reduced

effectively by decreasing the axial spacing and increasing the
load on the blade (Smith, 1966; Adamczyk, 1996; Deregel and
Tan, 1996). Interactions between the wake and the boundary
layer were studied by means of adjusting the frequency and the
intensity of the wake (Roberts and Denton, 1996; Hodson,
1985, 1998). The wake induction and control of the boundary-
layer transition can be used to reduce the loss.
In an axial engine, extra air flow is commonly used for different

purposes. Suction and pulsed-blowing flow results in a robust
ability to delay separation (Wilson et al., 2013). Tip blowing can
control tip leakage in a high-pressure turbine cascade (Volino,
2017). However, blowing flow technology has been adopted
mostly for turbine blade cooling (Khojasteh et al., 2017).

Figure 1 Geometry of the stator/rotor and blowing holes

Table I Parameters of the low-speed compressor

No. of stator No. of rotor
Rotating

speed (rpm)
Radius of
casing (m)

Radius of
hub (m)

6 11 3,000-8,000 0.201 0.110

Figure 2 Compressor grid after approximation
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The method of trailing edge blowing (TEB) uses flow from the
external or internal field being provided through the trailing
edge of the blade to replenish the momentum loss in the wake
region. As regard to the different types of blades, TEB
distinguishes between the two categories of rotor trailing edge
blowing (RTEB) and stator trailing edge blowing (STEB).

In 1996, Waitz studied boundary layer suction and RTEB as
flow control methods to reduce rotor/stator interaction and
unsteady load on the stator. The MISES, UNSFLO and
LINSUB programs were used to calculate and simulate
unsteady conditions. Waitz et al. (1996) and Sell (1996)
investigated boundary layer suction and TEB with 2-D cascade
experiments and concluded that TEB is a preferable method in
comparison to boundary layer suction. Then, Brookfield
(1998) and Brookfield andWaitz (2000) attempted to use TEB
in a single-stage fan with 2 per cent of inlet flow. Their results
showed that the relative Mach number distribution became
well distributed.
Unlike the research on RTEB conducted at MIT, VA Tech

studied STEB in a scaled transonic aeroengine with four stator
blades and 1 per cent of inlet flow. Their results corroborated
the conclusion ofMIT in that TEB is the preferable method for
reducing rotor/stator interaction and unsteady load on the
blades (Saunders, 1998, 2000; Rao, 1999; Feng, 2000; Bailie,
2003; Craig, 2005; Halasz, 2005; Tweedie, 2006).
Therefore, most of the current research studies mainly focused

on the rotor/stator interaction and uniform TEB. In the
compressor, IGVs are different from stator blades because IGV

Figure 5 Characteristic lines with and without NTEB

Figure 4 Grid independence analysis

Figure 3 Distribution of y1 over stator and rotor
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are usually much higher than rotor and stator. The research
results summarized in the current paper on the stator/rotor
interaction used IGVs for steady and unsteady calculations. An
active control of the interstage flow field in a low-speed
compressor was used to widen the working range and to improve
the performance of the compressor. The numerical models and a
low-speed compressor are described to reveal the characteristic
parameters.
This paper mainly focuses on stator NTEB. The STEB

method can make the flow more uniform. Thereby, it reduces
the unsteady loads on the rotor blades, which are induced by
the nonuniformity of the stator wake. This, in turn, reduces
rotor fatigue and prolongs the service life of the rotor.

Numerical model

We have used the NUMECA software package for our
numerical simulations. A central-difference scheme is used to
discretize space, and a fourth-order Runge–Kutta method is
used for the iterative time stepping. The turbulence model
adopted is the Spalart–Allmaras model. This is a one-equation
turbulence model which can be considered as a hybrid between
the algebraic model of Baldwin–Lomax and two equation
models. The main advantage of the Spalart–Allmaras model, in

comparison to the Baldwin–Lomaxmodel, is that the turbulent
eddy viscosity field is always continuous. Its advantage over the
k-« model is mainly its robustness and the lower additional
CPU andmemory usage.
The turbulent viscosity vt is given by:

�t ¼ ~� f�1 (1)

The function fv1 is defined by:

f�1 ¼ x3

x3 1 c�1
(2)

where x is the ratio between the working variable ~� and the
molecular viscosity v:

x ¼ ~�

�
(3)

The turbulent working variable obeys the transport equation:

@�

@t
1V
!� r~v ¼ 1

s
r � v1 11 cb2ð Þ~vð Þr~v½ � � cb2~vD~v
� �

1Q

(4)

Figure 6 Velocity for different blade heights

Table III Steady and unsteady aerodynamic parameters

Flow (kg/s) Total pressure ratio Efficiency

Without NTEB
Steady 4.5278 1.0132 0.80349
Unsteady time-average 4.5324 1.0131 0.82059

With NTEB
Steady 4.5643 1.0133 0.82641
Unsteady time-average 4.5710 1.0132 0.84478

Table II Parameters with and without NTEB

Flow
(kg/s) Total pressure ratio Efficiency Axial thrust (N)

Without NTEB 4.5278 1.0132 0.80349 �105.42
With NTEB 4.5643 1.0133 0.82641 �103.12
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where V
!

is the velocity vector, Q is the source term and s , cb2
are constant.
The source term includes a production term and a

destruction term:
Q ¼ ~�P ~�ð Þ � ~�D ~�ð Þ (5)

where

~�P ~�ð Þ ¼ cb1S~� (6)

~�D ~�ð Þ ¼ cw1fw
~�

d

� �2

(7)

~S ¼ Sf�3 1
~�

k2d2
f�2 (8)

Figure 7 Aerodynamic parameters as a function of time

Figure 8 Total pressure without NTEB at S = 0.495

Figure 9 Total pressure without (Left 4) and with NTEB (Right 4) at S = 0.495
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f�2 ¼ 1

11 x=c
�2

� �3 (9)

f�3 ¼ 11 x f�1ð Þ 1� fv2ð Þ
x

(10)

where d is the distance to the closest wall and S is themagnitude
of vorticity.
In the destruction term [equation (7)], the function is as

follows:

fw ¼ g
11 c6w3
g6 1 c6w3

 !1
6

(11)

with

g ¼ r1 cw2 r6 � rð Þ; r ¼ ~�
~Sk2d2

(12)

The constants arising in themodel are:

cw1 ¼ cb1=k2 1 11 cb2ð Þ=s ; cw2 ¼ 0:3; cw3 ¼ 2; cv1 ¼ 7:1;

cv2 ¼ 5; cb1 ¼ 0:1355; cb2 ¼ 0:622;k ¼ 0:41;s ¼ 2=3
(13)

Equation (4) is solved with appropriate boundary conditions:
on a solid wall ~� ¼ 0, along the inflow boundaries, the value is
specified [vt is obtained by using aNewton–Raphson procedure
to solve equation (1)], and along the outflow boundaries, it is
extrapolated from the interior values.
The principle of this turbulence model is based on the

resolution of an additional transport equation for the eddy
viscosity. The equation contains an advective, a diffusive and a
source term and is implemented in a non-conservative manner.
The cooling/bleed model allows both the simulation of cooling
flows injected through walls into the flow or bleed flows where
mass flow leaves the main flow through the wall. The adopted
technique makes use of additional sources of mass, momentum
and energy located at given points along given lines of the solid
walls and does not require the grids of the cooling flow injection

Figure 11 Total pressure and turbulent viscosity of observation point

Figure 10 Turbulent viscosity without (Left 4) and with NTEB (Right 4) at S = 0.495
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channels. The objective of this model is not to describe the
details of the cooling flow itself but rather to consider its effect
on the main flow. The efficiency of a compressor with TEB can
be calculated bymeans of (Zhao, 2012):

h s1 ¼
m � CpT�

1

P�
3
0

P�
1

� �k�1
k

� 1

" #
1 dm � Cp T�

3
0 � T�

«

� �
m � Cp T�

3
0 � T�

1

� 	
1 dm � Cp T�

3
0 � T�

«

� 	
1Wcooling

(14)

where h s1 is the efficiency of a compressor with TEB, m is the
main flow rate and dm is the blowing flow rate. T�

1and P�
1 are

the inlet total temperature and inlet total pressure, respectively.
T�
3
0 and P�

3
0 are the outlet total temperature and outlet total

pressure, respectively. T�
« and P�

« are the total temperature and
outlet total pressure of the blowing flow. Wcooling is the kinetic
energy of the blowing flow.
A multigrid method and local time step will result in

accelerated convergence. The inlet boundary condition of the
compressor in the numerical calculations used the parameters
of the experimental condition for comparisons between the
numerical results and the experimental results of the design
points (Re = 699,301). That is, the inlet total pressure is
101,325 Pa, the inlet total temperature is 293 K, and the
compressor outlet pressure is the average static pressure.
During the simulation, the main working conditions of the
compressor’s characteristic curve are obtained by changing the
outlet static pressure. In this process, the mixed plane method

is adopted to ensure the conservation of flow, momentum and
energy at the interface between stator and rotor.

Low-speed compressor

A low-speed compressor, with an integrated TEB system was
designed and built. Guide vanes in this compressor adopted
VSV in a real engine. The technical specifications of the low-
speed compressor are summarized in Table I.
Seven equidistantly spaced stations are distributed uniformly
on the casing wall for flow-field measurement between the
stator and the rotor as illustrated in Figure 1. The TEB system
was connected to a high-pressure tank. The pressure of the flow
from this tank can reach values as high as 0.8MPa. The volume
flow from a single blade can be 6.0 m3/h, which is about 5% of
inlet total flow.

Grid analysis

To facilitate steady and unsteady calculations and avoid full-
size calculation, the ratio of stator and rotor is 1:2 after
approximation. Therefore, one flow path contained one VSV
and two rotor blades, in Figure 2; structured grids used HOH
type andO type of grid around the blade after the near-wall grid
is densified. The tip clearance is 0.91 mm which is about 1 per
cent of the blade height.
At least three-nested grids ensure the grid quality. There are

no negative cells, and the orthogonality is bigger than 15°. The
aspect ratio is less than 2,000, and the expansion ratio is less
than 3. The most important part of the grids for NTEB
calculations is the grid between stator and rotor as shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 12 Axial thrust with time

Figure 13 Four-hole dynamic pressure probe

Table IV Aerodynamic parameters with and without NTEB

Numerical conditions Axial thrust (N)

Without NTEB
Steady �105.42
Unsteady time-average �105.552

With NTEB
Steady �103.12
Unsteady time-average �103.118
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In Figure 3, the distribution of y1 over stator and rotor is
illustrated to show the quantitative data. The values of y1
centered on less than 3 can satisfy the requirement of the
numerical model (y1<10). To analyze the grid
independence, three different numbers of grid points are
used for the calculation of the characteristic line as shown in
Figure 4. Finally, the optimum number of grid points for the
balance between accuracy and time required to finish
calculation is 1.38 million.

Steady numerical simulation

In the numerical calculations, the blowing holes are
integrated in the stator trailing edge, which corresponds to
the arrangement of the experimental stator blade. The six
blowing holes are located along the radial direction of the
stator blade, which correspond to the locations of blade

height (S = 0.989, 0.824, 0.659, 0.495, 0.330 and 0.165).
The oncoming mass flow rate in simulation and experiment
is 0.1 kg/s corresponding to approximately 2.2 per cent of
the inlet flow. The gas parameters of the NTEB boundary
condition are the same as the parameters of the inlet
boundary condition.
Figure 5 reveals that NTEB shifts the efficiency curve and

pressure ratio curve to higher values. However, the flow
blockage point was basically unchanged. Nevertheless, the
surge point was significantly shifted. This indicated that NTEB
can expand the working range of the compressor.
The summary of the relevant performance parameters, in

Table II, at the points show that NTEB has increased the
efficiency of the compressor.Figure 6 reveals that NTEB
improves the stator wake. It can be seen that NTEB reduces the
number of vortices, enlarges the stall margin and replenishes
the total pressure loss in thewake region.

Figure 14 P1 at different stations
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Unsteady numerical calculation

All aerodynamic parameters for the unsteady time-average are
similar to those of the steady calculation except for the
efficiency in Table III, and the results of the steady calculation
provide the initial conditions/fields for the unsteady
calculations. This ensures that the results for the unsteady
calculations are reliable. The efficiency of the unsteady time-
average is expected to be different from that of the steady
condition because theworking conditions are very different.

Analysis of the turbulent viscosity and the total pressure
The aerodynamic parameters of this low-speed compressor
with and without TEB changed with time as shown in Figure 7.
It is evident that the total pressure ratio with TEB is almost
unchanged from the case where TEB is absent, whereas TEB
improves the efficiency.
The total pressure in the flow field with NTEB is compared

with the field without TEB at the blade height (S = 0.495). The
flow fields withoutNTEB, at four time, are shown in Figure 8.
The total pressure, without NTEB and at four different times

are displayed in Figure 8. There exists a relatively wide wake
region downstream of the trailing edge of the stator. In this
wake region, vortices are evident, and the turbulent viscosity
and the total pressure loss are much more pronounced. The
wake is seen to move downstream with time. The stator/rotor
interaction occurred when the wake from the trailing edge of
the stator acted on the downstream rotor. This will

undoubtedly influence aerodynamic performance of the
downstream rotor.
The turbulent viscosity and total pressure for the unsteady

calculations with NTEB are shown in Figures 9 and 10. The
vortex dissipation in the wake region is recovered with blowing
flows. The total pressure loss and turbulent viscosity are
reduced.
The observation point (0.0, 0.155, 0.04) located in the wake

region which is 0.005 m away from stator trailing edge at the
blade height S = 0.495. The total pressure and turbulent
viscosity of the observation point with time are shown in Figure
11, which indicates that NTEB can reduce the turbulent
viscosity.
In Figure 11, the total pressure loss and the turbulent

viscosity are necessarily high because the observation point is in
the wake region. The vortex at the observation point is
essentially eliminated, the total pressure loss is reduced and
turbulent viscosity is reducedwithNTEB.

Analysis of the axial thrust
The axial thrust of the steady results is almost the same as the
unsteady time-averaged results in Table IV. This indicates that
the numerical calculations are reliable. But the axial thrust of
the downstream rotor with NTEB is 2.3 N lower than without
NTEB.
The axial thrusts of steady and unsteady time-average are

shown in Figure 12. The axial thrust in the flow path fluctuated
around the time-average value. The maximum amplitude

Figure 15 P1 of different blowing flows
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fluctuation without and with NTEB/TEB is about 6.56 and
2.52 N, respectively. The axial thrust on the downstream rotor
and vibration amplitude are reduced.

Flow field measurement for the low-speed
compressor

A dynamic four-hole pressure probe is adopted to measure the
flow field. We choose P1 of the probe as the parameter in
Figure 13. Some flow measurement results are discussed to
illustrate the stator wake region.
The gap in every flow field measurement result of Figures 14

and 15 indicates the location of the four-hole probe. With the
exception of the measurement results at Locations 1 and 7, the
flow field at the other stations are periodic because of these two
stations being away from the unsteady flow from upstream
stator blade during rotor rotating. The periodicity in Figure 14
is equal to the number of rotor blades because the stator/rotor
interaction is excited by the downstream rotor.
It can be seen from the measurement results that P1 is negative
at Locations 1 and 7 because of the unsteady flow. The values
at Locations 1 and 7 are far less than pressures at other stations.
This means that the axial velocity loss is bigger in this area. The
measurement results of P1 at Location 1 for different NTEB
situations are shown in Figure 15.
Negative values of P1 at Station 1 are much bigger without

NTEB because this position is immediately downstream of
the stator. After blowing flow is added in the wake region,
the magnitude of P1 increased and the influence region
widened. That illustrated that NTEB can improve the wake
region.

Conclusion

This paper has focused on the stator/rotor interaction of stator
blades with blowing holes. In the numeral calculations, the
efficiency curve and pressure ratio curve moved up when TEB
was applied, in comparison to the case where TEB is absent.
Meanwhile, flow at the plugged point was basically unchanged.
But the surge point was significantly shifted. This indicated that
TEB can expand the working range of the compressor, while
the thrust of rotor is reduced. TEB can obviously improve the
stator wake, reduce wake vortex and recover the total pressure
loss in the wake region. The total pressure ratio with TEB is
almost unchanged from that without TEB. However, the
efficiency when TEB was applied is improved in comparison to
the case when TEB is absent. The experimental results also
indicate that TEB can improve and even the flow field, reduce
the thrust on the rotor and expand the working range of the
compressor.
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